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The Economic History Section of the Gokhale Institute of 
Politics and Ec6nomics propose's to prepare a series of 
historical statistical monographs on commercial crops of India. 
The first drafts are for limited circulation for scholarly 
comments, and the revised versions may later be brought out 
in appropriate form for general use. 

The principal commercial crops th~t will be covered will 
be: Poppy, Tobacco, Tea, Coffe~, Spices, Oilseeds, Cotton, 

Jute and Indigo, St...I5C\Y"t:Q)i~ ~:h. 

· .Ampler but much scattered statistical data are available on 
Indian commercial crops. Much of the available data are repeti
tive, and there are likely to be gaps in some series. It is 
attemptecLthrough· the proposed monographs/ to locate as many 

{.· 

relevant ;series for each cr~p as possible .and present the 
' . 

selected ones in.a meaningful order. In order to be more useful, 
the monograph will include a.historical introduction, crop maps, 
explanatory appendices etc. The historical introduction to the 
crop will confine itself mainly to the statement of facts and 
figures, and broader issues like impact of colonialism on aspect 
of Indian economy etc. will be dealt with only briefly. 

From.a perusal of the relevant material it appears that the 
subjects covered by available series generally relate to: Area 
under cultivation; Yield; Production; Prices; Internal and 

\ External trade; and Revenue. The closing year for the series 
·. these monographs will generally be about the year 1950. The 

star.ting year may vary from' series to series depending on the 

for 

availability of material. Indian crop statistics in stray form 
are broadly available in different works from about 1800 A.D. 

'\Statistics in the form of series, however, are available only 
from about 1850 A.D. and the starting year of a series differs 

.. :or different crops depending on the commercial importance, in 
Jint of time, of each crop, and/or its revenue yielding capacity. 

As the sources of data, or the methods adopted in computation~ 
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or the weights and measures often differ in different works, 

one, comes across, not rarely~ inconsistencies in corresponding 
' 1'. ' •• :'' 

figures for the same crop, and for the same period, resulting . ·- . 
in the diversity' of available data, and a possible confusion 

therefrom. For the purposes of the present mono.graphs, 
: sta!t'iS:tical ·series,: collected frc>m different sources will be 
·preaettted with necessary changes, and edited with explaria~tory 

• •• j • ~ ':._ : , ... 

notes. 
. . j.. ~· . 

·:·The presen.t monograph conei~,ting qf about 140 pages on 
poppy,· includes. in~·all 5.9. ::rt;~i{istical ta~tes colle~ted. from 

:25 ·different sources·,and coyers a l>eriod of 150 years, viz.,·· 

'froi:n 17'75 to 1927 A.D. It also includes I five historical maps 

relating t0 poppy· tracts,( three of them .(ma;ps~ b~ing prepared 

sp'e6ially for the present work. .E.xtracts .from\ the Repo;t and 
··minutes· of evidences of the. Royal. Com.Dlission on Opium, 1893 

are included in tb.e Appendix because of their significance for 
; better understanding of .the subject • 

.:~ Hema Rairkar assisted in the location of statistical 
data and 1the writing of historical in-troduction; and Anjali 
Nilarigekar typed the entire draft qiligently. 

Scholarly 6-omments and suggestions relating to the 
. monograph are welcome, and may please ·be addressed to: 

• ;~ . .;.._""i '":L ' '~., 

; ' . ; ·~. 
··v .D.Divekar . ·I • · 

Gokhale Institute of Politics and Econc;>lnics~·-

.·• 

,CPUNE 411004 "':! 
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Poppy (Opium) 

Poppy cultivation and opium trade constituted impor~ant 
aspects of British colonial policy in India. The "opium. period" 
in India lies roughly betvreen 1757, the year of the battle of 
Plassy and 1925 when the second opium conference was held in 

·Geneva. This period of a century and three quarters also 
corresponds with the expansion of imperialism ~ different parts 
of the world. 

The history of poppy cultivation and opium trade in India 
and·China, and the dominant role played in it by British trading 
interests offere a typical case of trading and administrative 
policies of British economic imperialism in. the late e~ghteenth 
and the nineteenth centuries. The present monograph, however, 
has confined itself to the statement of relevant facts supported 
by available .historical statistics. Discussion on broa~r_isaues 
like aspects of British economic imperialism and its impact on 
Indian economy are generally kept outside the scope of this 
monograph. 

The present monograph is divided into two parts. Part I 
traces .the history of opium in India and part. II ~rings together 
the available historical statistics on opium. 

In the case of opium no reliable figures are always 
available. The figures at time differed from one another, 
mainly because no·reliable data could be gathered either by 
official or non-official agencies due to the element of adultera
tion and smuggling at each stage, v~z.,-~ba cultivation ~f poppy~ 
production of opi~and its trade. Smuggling of opium was 
pre·va.lent both in. export trade :and._ in: -internal: di.atr~tion. 


